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Turbo Cancer in Doctors: Top Breast Cancer
Surgeon and Top 20 Oncologist Influencers
Dr. Liz O'Riordan, Aged 48, Beat Breast Cancer. She Took Four COVID-19
mRNA Vaccines. Now Her Cancer Is Back!

By Dr. William Makis
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***

July 13, 2023 – As A Top Breast Cancer Surgeon, I Thought I Understood The Disease – But
Then I Got It (click here). 

“In 2015, aged just forty, I was diagnosed with stage three breast cancer and suddenly
it was my turn to have a mastectomy and implant reconstruction.”

“I’m scared of having an operation. Quite a lot of people are. But it’s a hard thing to say
admit when you’re a breast surgeon like me – operating is my life.”

This article was recently written by a UK breast cancer surgeon, Dr. Liz O’Riordan. 

Here is her Twitter account (click here).

Here is her website (click here):

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/william-makis
https://makismd.substack.com/p/turbo-cancer-in-doctors-top-breast?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1385328&post_id=135666425&isFreemail=false&utm_medium=email
https://www.globalresearch.ca/theme/science-and-medicine
https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/su/IJiNQuW?EMAIL=&go.x=0&go.y=0&go=GO
https://www.instagram.com/globalresearch_crg/
https://twitter.com/CrGlobalization
https://t.me/gr_crg
https://ca.sports.yahoo.com/news/top-breast-cancer-surgeon-thought-160945626.html
https://twitter.com/Liz_ORiordan
https://liz.oriordan.co.uk/
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She has recently been named a Top 20 Oncology Influencer on Twitter (4th to be exact):
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As a top Oncologist, Dr. O’Riordan must be on the cutting edge of Turbo Cancer research –
surely she is sounding the alarm about COVID-19 mRNA vaccine induced cancers?
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Her Breast cancer just came back:
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My Take…

She is a top breast cancer surgeon and top 20 Oncology influencer on Twitter.

By my count she has taken at least 4 COVID-19 mRNA vaccines and 2 flu shots in the past
two years.

Her breast cancer returned last week. Prognosis is poor.

She was recently promoting a new mRNA vaccine for breast cancer (click here).

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines cause turbo cancers, as well as cancer recurrences in those who
were in remission. (click here)

There is no indication that even as a “top breast cancer surgeon” and “top 20 Oncology
influencer”, she has any idea that mRNA vaccines are causing cancer.

Since she has no job or medical license to lose, it appears she is a true big pharma believer.

She is dying, very likely from the very experimental mRNA technology she took four times
and continues to promote. 

And she is none the wiser. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNhXlhVe3iU
https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/mrna-covid-vaccines-may-be-triggering-aggressive-turbo-cancers-in-young-people-experts-5375766?utm_content=buffere37e9&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=epochhealth
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These are our top medical experts.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
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